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The Negative Influence of Internet Addiction 
on Morality of Japanese Youth: 

Loss of Relationships with Others and Oneself 

Yuta GOTO 

Associate Professor, Hokkaido Information University 

Introduction 

Together with the spread of cell phone and smartphone, Internet addiction of Japa

nese people, particularly youth, has been becoming a serious social problem. According 

to the survey of Health Labour Sciences Research in autumn 2012, the percentage of 

middle and high-school students who are suspected to be Internet addicts run into 8.1 % 

of the total, and the number is estimated to be about 520,000(0ida, 2013). Moreover, 

a certain psychiatrist insists that the risk of Internet addiction is as high as alcoholism 

and drug poisoning(Okada, 2014). 

This article aims to consider how Internet addiction exerts negative influence on mo

rality of Japanese youth. Particular attention is paid to the loss of "relationship", which 

is considered in this article to be the basic factor of morality. First, this article discusses 

the loss of the ability to have a relationship with others. In this case, others includes 

all individuals existing within our society as well as culture, history, and nature. In ad

dition, this article refers to several problems such as child prostitution and the spread 

of obscene information, which are becoming more prevalent because of easy access 

to dangerous persons and harmful information via cell phones and smartphones Then, 

this article discusses the loss of the ability to have a relationship with oneself. Here, the 

ability to have a relationship to oneself refers to one's own ability to have an effect on 

oneself, for example, self-reflection, self-discipline, and autonomy. 

1. The loss of ability to have a relationship to "others" 

1.1. Overestimation of friendship as a fundamental factor of Internet addiction 

Why is Japanese youth fascinated by smartphone never before in the first place? One 

of backgrounds of their devotion to smartphone is a tendency to overestimate friendship 
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and communication. We can find this tendency in several surveys. For example, ac

cording to White Paper on Children and Young People 2015 by Cabinet Office, 'Having 

many friends' is the most answer to question 'What is important for you?'(multiple an

swers from a defined list of choices), second to "Being healthy". Moreover, the number 

of the answer is overwhelmingly larger than the number of the following answers: 'Be

ing brave', 'Gladly doing what people dislike', 'Getting good grades', 'Knowing a lot 

of things'. About 60% of the total select the answer 'Having many friends'(Naikakuhu, 

2015). Also, according to National Survey of Lifestyle Preferences by Cabinet Office, 

about 60% of youth(15-29 year olds) select the answer 'friendship' to question 'What 

do you regard as important thing when you judge the grade of your happiness?' (multiple 

answers from a defined list of choices). The number of the answer is overwhelmingly 

larger than older ages(Naikakuhu, 2010). This tendency of overestimating friendship is 

becoming evident since the late 1990s. This article can present the data of The Eighth 

World Youth Survey by Cabinet Office that shows such tendency. According to this sur

vey, youth who select answer 'Being with friends or acquaintances' to question 'What 

give you personal satisfaction?' had increased. Such youth were only 38.8% of the total 

in 1970. Since 1998, however, it reaches to about 74%, is remaining high(Naikakuhu, 

2009). 1 ) 

In addition to above facts, we should pay attention to the fact that a lot of words 

which became fashionable in young people since 2000s are deeply related to friendship 

and communication. For example, 'KY'[the abbreviation of 'Kuki Yomenai'(gg~Jt% 

<lf)~I.') ], which means a person who can't read the situation, 'Komyu-Sho' (::i ~ .:i 

!!!) , which means a person who isn't good at communicattion with others, 'Hi-Mote' 

(~p"'f: 7"), which means a person who isn't popular with the opposite sex, and 'Bocchi' 

( 1£ '? t:,), which means a person who is alone. 

Also, the slang 'Benjyo-Meshi'(~Jilf fllO means that only a student eats lunch in 

toilet in order to avoid to be regarded as lonely person who doesn't have friend as the 

cause of that other students watch him/her eating lonelily in school cafeteria. More

over, the slang 'School Caste' means the invisible class system in a schoolroom which 

has the amount of friend as the standard of classification of students. All these words of 

youth, needless to say, imply contempt to person who doesn't have friend, isn't good 

at communication, or is lonely. We should pay attention to the fact that these words 

are spontaneous by youth themselves, never labels attached by older ages. Since these 

words are spontaneous. by youth themselves, they can effectively show the reality of 

youth. 

As above, the most important thing of youth is to have friend. Their life satisfaction 

or self-esteem heavily depends on the amount of friend, and therefore they are using 
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their enormous energy in order to build, maintain, and enlarge their friendship. 

For the purpose of maintaining the relationship with friends harmoniously, they look 

upon 'Kuki wo yomu' (@~ ~ ~% t?) , which means reading the situation, as the most 

important manner. They pay full attention to being lighthearted, joyful, never being 

above highly. 

It's just smartphone that is becoming essential to youth nowadays in order to firmly 

believe the bonds of friendship owing to above situation. Youth want to communi

cate with friends via SNS at all times. Needless to say, the Internet is originally me

dia which makes it possible to communicate with people all over the world. In fact, 

however, youth are mainly communicating with their friends who attends the same 

school. Looking back the history of media, cell phone and smartphone became explo

sively widespread as 'the tool for communication with friends' among the Japanese 

young people since the middle of 1990s, next to a pager. As scholars pointed out at 

the time, it was just cell phone that was the tool for maintaining 'fulltime intimate 

community' (Nakajima, et al., 1999) for the young people. 

Then, such trend is growing. Now many young people are falling in the condition 

like Internet addiction, particularly smartphone addiction. Following data show such 

situation. According to the survey of Health Labour Sciences Research which was 

already referred in the introduction, one fifth of junior high school students and one 

third of high school students use the Internet over 3 hours per weekday except school 

time(Oida, 2013). As for female high school students who include many heavy users, 

they use smartphone 7 hours per day on the average, according to Digital Arts Inc. 

(2015). The percentage of user of LINE, the most popular SNS in Japanese youth, 

which can easily build 'fulltime intimate community' because it is the closest, is 71 % 

in teens, and 80% in 20's, according to Somusho(2014). 

Needless to say, young people aren't merely devoting themselves to relationship 

with known friends. According to Endo and Sumioka(2014), Internet addicts are 

roughly divided into following two types. The first type is 'mobile type' who devotes 

himself mainly to the communication with his/her friends in reality via smartphone, 

as mentioned above. The second type is 'indoor type' who devotes himself mainly to 

online game via a personal computer or a home videogame machine. The type was 

major in Internet addicts before SNS became widespread. At first glance, these two 

types seem to be contrastive because the former is active and the latter is passive with 

regard to commitment to reality. We, however, should pay attention to that one of main 

factors of online game addiction is 'overestimating friendship or communication' just 

like SNS addiction. Most of online game addicts don't play game alone. They enjoy 

not only game itself, but also 'communication with other players' in the game. Players 
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team with several other players in many online games. Some players can't stop to log 

in online game because they feel a fellowship or are driven by a sense of duty to fill 

their role in the team. That is just typical example of online game addiction. In particu

lar, young people who have no friend in real world, or are dissatisfied with reality, tend 

to be easily fascinated by online game. They work at a task such as adventure or com

bat with their party in extraordinary stages of online game. The experience brings them 

extraordinary feelings such as identification with others, elation, or a sense of mission. 

Also, the better they play a game, the more they can become the focus of attention and 

receive an accolade from other players, sometimes are called even 'Kami'(:pit), which 

means a god, by other players. In this way, the world of online game becomes exactly 

their true home(Endo and Sumioka, 2014; Higuchi, 2015). Takeno(2015) also con

cludes that Japanese youth expect the fulfillment of their self-esteem and approval from 

others in playing online games. 

1.2. The decay of public spirit 

The first of negative influences on morality, which Internet addiction and overesti

mating friendship as a fundamental factor of it bring, is 'the decay of public spirit'. 

The amount of human relations which a person can have is fixed generally. Since the 

amount of energy and time which a person can spend is limited, the more energy and 

time of young people concentrate in their friendship, the fewer energy and time for car

ing for human relationship except friendship they spend. They deal with people except 

friends as if the people didn't exist. People except friends are no longer their object of 

caring for, and therefore they sometimes have a rude attitude or do a cruel act. Accord

ing to Miyadai(1997), all people except friends are only 'landscape' to youth. They 

tend to easily sort others and exclude others except associate as only 'foreign object' or 

'noise'. 

A very example of above indifference to public space is 'Aruki-Sumaho', i.e. walk

ing while using smartphone, which become a social problem nowadays. They not only 

interfere with the passage, but also sometimes even injure visually impaired person, 

and they themselves fall in a railroad from platform. Their attention concentrates on 

the display of their smartphone, and therefore is never paid to people around. To them, 

other passengers, who truly coexist in public space such as a sidewalk, are only 'land

scape'. 

As for using SNS, since some young people are convinced that their Internet post

ings are browsed only by their associate, they easily post slander, libel, or personal in

formation. In 2013, following incidents occurred frequently and were widely reported: 

some young people posted photos or movies recording prankish acts such as lying 
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down in the freezer for ice cream in convenience store where he worked, standing in 

a railroad, leaning out of a roller coaster, and climbing up to police car. As a result, 

'flaming' sometimes occurred, their personal information was released online. The 

young people might post them without malice, in a sense, with 'good will', in order to 

entertain their friends. They, however, decisively lacked the sense of 'eyes of people 

except friends'. 

Seeing more vicious case, there were many spectators who shot injured persons with 

their cell phone in the scene of 'Akihabara random attacker incident' in 2008. There 

were even some persons who webcast the scene. To them, injured persons might be 

only 'materials' for getting hot with friends. 

Above cases show 'the luck of public spirit when using cell phone or smartphone'. 

Needless to say, however, 'the luck of public spirit' can be found in scenes except us

ing cell phone or smartphone, for example, nod or whisper during the class, bullying 

at school, or breach of manners in the coming of age ceremony. In these cases, smart

phone is not necessarily used. These cases, however, seem to be influenced by intro

verted mentality of youth which their daily use of smartphone brought. 

By the way, lest there be any misunderstanding, this article emphasizes that it doesn't 

intend to insist that the cause of 'the decay of public spirit' is the spread of cell phone 

and smartphone. That is to say, 'The decay of public spirit' and exclusivity in human 

relationship as the background of it themselves have been pointed out by many com

mentators since the middle of 1990s. They used keywords such as 'Sima-Ucyu'(,11ij":F 

'it!) [island universe] (Miyadai,1994), 'Mura-Shakai' (;fft±~) [small town community] 

2 \Asaba, 2001; NTT.ad., 2000), or 'Minna-Bocchi' (?:J.!v tJ, It'?'&) [only we](Tomita 

and Fujimura,1999), for expressing the distinctive characteristic of human relationship 

in Japanese youth nowadays. For example, Japanese students nowadays tend to form a 

small group with classmates of same type right after entrance, limit the communication 

to within their group, and don't want to communicate with members of other groups. 

And now, why did such exclusivity in human relationship occur? It's difficult to 

fully answer the question in this article. The weakening of 'social inclusion' of youth, 

however, seem to be a big factor. 

Following is all this article can point out now: The spread of cell phone and smart

phone itself isn't the immediate cause of 'the decay of public spirit'. However, it has 

served the function of worsening 'the decay of public spirit' undoubtedly. That is to 

say, the preference to exclusivity in human relationship, which had already been in 

society, made youth regard cell phone as a tool for the stimulating of exclusivity in hu

man relationship, become explosively widespread, and develop technologies and ser

vices for 'communication' such as SNS. 
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As the exclusivity in human relationship becomes serious, so youth break ties with 

the world as a whole. The breaking implies not only breaking ties with others except 

their friends, but also indifference to wider world such as society, culture, history, and 

nature, by which humans are surrounded. :n Such indifference seems to be a factor of 

decline in academic ability and a trend away from reading books. 4 ) 

In 1990s when the Internet became widespread, many people praised the Internet as 

a tool which enable to communicate with a diversity of people all over the world and 

realize 'global village'. At this time, however, the Internet is playing an opposite role 

ironically. That is to say, the main role of the Internet at this time is to divide people 

into closed small groups. There are so many 'closed communities of same type of 

people' such as web pages about their hobby in the Internet, because the Internet was 

able to easily meet others who have same hobby or interest, but are difficult to be met 

in reality. Also, for example, if we followed only users who have same preference or 

thought as ours in Twitter, we could assume that we belonged to majority because our 

timeline was filled with tweets with which we could agree. Moreover, in international 

situation, the Internet is helping nationalism or terrorism in contemporary world on the 

other hand, because it is able to easily communicate with same ethnics, believers in the 

same religion, or others who have the same ideology. 5 ) Also, the spread of hate speech 

which become a social problem nowadays seems to be deeply connected to above ex

clusivity of the Internet. 

And now, if that is true, then school must undertake a role in cultivating the public 

spirit of children and youth against the trend of exclusivity. School, however, become 

dysfunctional currently. Even teachers can't go against the trend of overestimating 

friendship. It's pardonable to scold students, being above highly, because those who 

can't read the situation(KY) is the worst. Although adult persons as 'different others' 

are intrinsically responsible for cultivating the public spirit of children and youth, they 

want to become 'friend' of children or understanding adults, and therefore they are 

always sensitive to children, curry favor with them, and hop on the bandwagon easily. 

In a result, such disempowerment of teachers makes classroom become a lawless area, 

becomes an occurrence factor of bullying. According to Kawamura(2007), in 'the cozy 

type' of class where homeroom teacher interacts with students as if he/she was their 

friend, bullying tends to occur more frequently than in 'the control type' of class where 

homeroom teacher is strict. The incorrigible cruelty is spreading in classrooms ironi

cally owing to superficial 'kindness'. Now, school is only extension of private rooms of 

students, is becoming no more than training school for future 'complainer', who exces

sively asserts only his/her own right without caring for public world. 
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1.3. The loss of 'sense of distance' from others: Many problems which contact with 

dangerous persons or harmful information brings 

The exclusivity in human relationship which was mentioned above seems to become 

a background of children's easy contact with dangerous persons or harmful informa

tion. There are wide variety of people or information in this society. Unfortunately, 

there are also many wicked men and harmful information. Since some young people 

have shut themselves in too closed human relationship, they tend to lack an attention to 

the dark side of this world. As a result, they so casually contact wicked men(in particu

lar, men who create the illusion that they are sympathizer in minds of youth by flattery) 

and harmful information. We can find youth's lack of 'sense of distance' from others in 

above situation. 

In addition, the characteristic of smartphone is helping the contact with dangerous 

others or harmful information. The main characteristic of smartphone is not only 'mo

bile', but also 'personal'. Looking back the history of spread of phone, we can under

stand that it's just the history of 'personalization' of phone. Phone was mainly for busi

ness use originally, then became spread at home in 1970s. After that, cordless phone 

became spread in the late 1980s, and cordless handset was set in each private room 

which was more personal territory. Finally, phone had become perfectly personal media 

as a result of the spread of cell phone and smartphone since the late 1990s. Cell phone 

and smartphone, considered the "perfectly personal device", enable children to easily 

access to dangerous persons or harmful information to which it was difficult to access 

in the past owing to their characteristic. That is to say, since cell phone and smartphone 

enabled children to directly contact with others beyond eyeshot of familiar persons(so

called 'direct link'), it became more difficult for family, teachers or local residents to 

protect children, compared with the past. 

Above fact is bringing several well-known crimes and troubles. The typical example 

of such crimes and troubles is child prostitution. There were services for searching 

buyer, for example, 'Terekura'[telephone dating club], 'Dial Q2' in Japan before the 

spread of cell phone. Cell phone, however, enabled to more easily access to buyer than 

past services. In a result, it expanded the range of child prostitution(Simoda, 2014). 

Needless to say, online dating is bringing several crimes and troubles such as a treat, an 

assault, or a murder, outside of prostitution. 

As for getting illegal drug, it was difficult for children to get it in the past, if they 

didn't have the connection to juvenile delinquent or 'Yakuza' [Japanese traditional 

gangsters]. Now, however, it's relatively easy to get illegal drug via the Internet, even 

when children aren't juvenile delinquent. 

Also, so-called 'Net-Sinjyu'( ;t, y r 1C,' i:J:t)[joint suicide with acquaintance via the 
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Internet] seems to be unique to the age of the Internet. It is almost impossible for those 

who are at risk for suicide to meet each other in real world. If they use the Internet, 

however, they can meet each other on so-called 'Jisatsukei-Site' ( §~*-1}-4 r) [the 

site for those who have an interest in suicide], etc. 

Cell phone and smartphone enabled not only to easily meet dangerous persons, but 

also to easily access harmful information. As for obscene information, which is one 

of main harmful information, children nowadays can easily watch obscene movies or 

photos via the Internet, even if they are elementary school students(Takeuchi, 2014). 

In the past, children went out into outside world step by step, while being watched 

over by familiar adults, enhancing their eye for others. Now, however, if children have 

smartphone, they can directly link to outside world, though they still haven't had the 

eye. 

It's just cell phone and smartphone that steal not only study time at home, but also 

time for learning how to keep a suitable distance, from children. 

2. The loss of ability to have a relationship to "oneselr' 

The previous section had shown that 'the decay of public spirit' occurred by devo

tion ~o closed human relationship. In fact, however, Japanese youth cut off not only 

relationship to outside world except friendship. 

Human has not only relationship to others, but also relationship to oneself. That is to 

say, human faces to oneself and cares for oneself, thereby deepening his/her own un

derstanding or improving his/her own abilities. 

However, since many Japanese youth spend a lot of time with friends, they lose a 

relationship to oneself. As it were, their relationship is disconnected not only in a 'hori

zontal' direction, but also in a 'vertical' direction. Smartphone eats up their own time, 

thereby leads them to lose the relationship to oneself. Their selves are neglected, and 

aren't esteemed in a true sense. 

In this section, a discussion about the disconnection in a 'vertical' direction is di

vided into the part about the decay of ability to 'deepen' oneself and the part about the 

decay of ability to 'improve' oneself. 

2.1. The decay of ability to 'deepen' oneself 

Reflection on one's present self, finding problems, and coping with them are needed 

in order to grow up. Many young people, however, can't reflect, because they want 

to always connect with their friends, in a result, don't face to themselves. Moreover, 

their friends are almost yes-man who curry favor with them. Such situation makes dif-
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ficult to develop their ability to associate with oneself, i.e. ability to stare to their weak 

points, then overcome them, or effectively cope with them if overcoming them was dif

ficult. 

According to teachers, following case is increasing: When the children are scolded 

by teacher, they tend to counter-argue 'Other students do same thing', or 'Why do you 

scold only me. That is injustice!', laying aside their own fault, without reflection on 

themselves(Saito, 2008). Above decay of ability seems to become an occurrence factor 

of such trouble. Children who lack the ability of reflection have danger of becoming 

future 'complainer'. 

Moreover, the lack of self-observation will become a factor of having too much 

pride. Children place absolute trust in their own present sensibility and values, don't 

want to know that they are imperfect and ignorant, and become arrogant. The disadvan

tage of ability to sincerely face to their own 'inner other' such as weak points and fault 

will cause considerable difficulties to children for the future, because nobody can avoid 

to have opportunities to lose self-esteem, for example, unemployment, disappointed 

love, divorce, aging, illness, or death, in life. Those who have too advantageous self

image will not be able to bear up under above hardships in their life. 

The disadvantage of ability to sincerely face to oneself seems to be related to the 

disadvantage of ability to sincerely face to 'external others' such as foreign others or 

information in which one has no interest, which was mentioned in the previous sec

tion. If we didn't realize that we are all each different being from others and are never 

the same, i.e. 'only a person', we couldn't regard others also as 'only a person'. At a 

glance, feelings such as 'loneliness' or 'sorrow' look like negative, but they are im

portant feelings which vigorously support our ethics(Takeuchi, 2009). Nevertheless, 

modern people, particularly young people, tend to think that such feelings are 'heavy', 

'dismal', or 'morbid', and therefore escape from them. According to Doi(2014), young 

people nowadays no longer talk it over with their friends, because giving expression 

to their negative feelings implies to spoil lighthearted mood or not to read the situation 

and therefore is 'bad action'. When young people don't realize 'only a person', the 

cruel and insidious division always lurks in their joyful communication with friends. 

2.2. The decay of ability to 'improve' oneself 

Then, this article will discuss ability to 'improve' oneself. In this case, 'improving' 

oneself includes acquiring culture or skill and changing oneself into new self. 

If children always hung out with friends, used SNS, or logged in online game, they 

couldn't acquire culture or skill. It's because they can't have enough time to study or 

practice. As mentioned in the previous section, one fifth of junior high school students 
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and one third of high school students use the Internet over 3 hours per weekday except 

school time. In addition, new message incessantly arrives while studying, as a result, 

that cuts up children's study time, and breaks their concentration. It was pointed out 

that their indifferences to wider world were a mental factor of decline in academic abil

ity in the previous section. In addition, their life style seems to be major factor of de

cline in academic ability. In fact, the more time to use smartphone or play video game 

children spend, the worse record at school they have naturally. That is clear from a 

correlation between records in 'Zenkoku-Gakuryoku-Tyosa'[national academic ability 

survey J and amount of time to use smartphone or play video game(Kokuritsu-Kyoiku

seisaku-Kenkyujyo, 2014). 

Also, group learning is very popular in the field of education nowadays. Some peo

ple, however, question about the effectiveness. For example, commentator Susan Cain 

points out that the more excellent the person is, the more time for practice done by 

oneself he/she spends, in various fields, on the ground of survey results by psycholo

gist Anders Erikson etc. According to Cain, having one's own time brings 'deliberate 

practice', and becomes a cause of achieving significant results(Cain, 2012). In teaching 

experience of the author of this article, when students don't have basic academic skills, 

group learning tends to merely become an opportunity of chat. Moreover, it tends to 

merely become an opportunity of slipping into self-complacency by praising each 

other, because students read the situation. Many students loudly insist that a merit of 

having smartphone is enabling to teach each other via LINE, particularly to their par

ents as 'sponsor'. In fact, however, some students reveal that they tend to chat and be 

interrupted study(Endo and Sumioka, 2014). In addition, according to Takeuchi(2014), 

about half( 46.4%) of junior high school students and high school students who had 

smartphone answered that they didn't have confidence in study. The percentage is more 

than twice, compared with the percentage (22.1%) in the case of students who don't 

have smartphone. The effectiveness of group learning does not completely need to be 

denied. The basic way of learning or practice is, however, 'making efforts by oneself'. 

One thing to worry about is that youth nowadays tend to insult persistent effort(Saito, 

2008). They scoff at those who make an effort, regarding them as 'tryhard'. As is usual 

with youth, they check their ambition each other, get in each other's way, gravitate to

ward the easy way out 'friendly', and thereby try to keep a sense of security each other. 

Also, owing to such lack of ambition, their motivation to learn is no longer derived 

from their inner part by themselves, must be unlocked by teachers. Teachers have 

been required that they give very fun and easy-to-follow lessons as entertainer, arouse 

interest of students, and ask students to study. Many students say that they don't have 

motivation to study because lessons are boring. Such attitude, however, seems to show 
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'perfect domestication', in the sense that students put even their own inner appetite 

into other's hand. Some students complain to stern teachers that their way of teaching 

is pushy and compulsive. Students, however, can't realize that the more serious 'push' 

and 'compulsion' by hard control of entertainment and service industry are spoiling 

them(To tell the truth, it's just 'learning' that can give students insight into above fact). 

Learning isn't fun generally. It's different from the amusement. There are many 

things which we should know and consider in this world, if we don't enjoy them. 

Needless to say, 'joy in learning' exists undoubtedly. However, it's just good luck 

which only those who made an effort may have. 'Joy' itself isn't the purpose of learn

ing. Leaming has also the purpose of contributing to others and society as a whole like 

'labor'. Enhanced culture or skill can release us from closed peer relationship, tie us to 

wider world. The disregard for public nature of learning seems to be deeply connected 

to following mainstream work values of youth nowadays: the ideal of work is the re

alization of their own dream or desire. The mainstream work values sound like beauty, 

however they are too egoistic and greedy actually. 

Moreover, there is the function of stimulating social development in learning. That 

is to say, learning is the activity of understanding various facts or views, temporarily 

putting aside one's own preference or values. In this sense, learning has function of 

correcting selfishness. Nevertheless, if young people didn't learn from the very first 

because learning contents weren't suit their tastes or compatible with their values, and 

continued to justify oneself by using advantageous words such as 'Kosei' ( fljlj •!'1: ) or 

'Jibun-Rashisa' ( § 7t G L- ~)[personality], they couldn't acquire academic ability and 

develop socializing skills, would continue to remain in prison called 'self' from now 

on. 

Doi(2009) pointed out that one of trends in human relationship of Japanese young 

people is 'Kyara-Ka' ( ='i- -v 7 1~ ) [becoming 'character'], which means that each 

person becomes to play one's own fixed 'character' in order to keep their friendship. 

We can find a sort of 'stubbornness' that young people don't want to or can't change 

present self, and don't want their friends to change themselves. Learning originally 

includes intension to change oneself and release from prison called 'self'. 'Kyara-Ka' 

also seems to become a factor of obstructing growth of youth. 

3. Untimely meditations 

Critical reflection on smartphone and life style of youth who are heavy users of 

smartphone, particularly on their morality, as this article mentioned, will be offended 

by a variety of people. In this last section, therefore, this article will just a little refer to 
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such antipathy. 

First, as for the antipathy of young people who are main objects of study in this ar

ticle, having antipathy itself is never bad, however young people should listen to voices 

of those who have different view from theirs, first of all. After that, they should careful

ly consider, then object rationally. They tend to feel that all those who criticize them or 

give advice to them are wicked men, immediately cover their ears and shut their mind. 

As this article mentioned, such exclusive attitude seems to be deeply influenced by 

modern youth culture including the devotion to the Internet and smartphone. Also, such 

exclusive attitude seems to be harmful not only to people around, but also to young 

people themselves. They should begin to carefully analyze their situation, putting aside 

their likes and dislikes temporarily. 

Then, 'kind and understanding adults' who empathize with children and youth also 

will have antipathy to this article. Now, the generation who used cell phone in their 

teens are becoming parents. Their 'kindness' seems to originate from their mere self

protection. That is to say, such adults merely cater to tastes of children and youth in or

der to be dislike by them. Adults should always contemplate whether their own 'kind

ness' is genuine. There is a tendency to be always sensitive to other's mood and cater 

to tastes of others in society as a whole nowadays. Adults merely swim with the tide, in 

a result, relinquish their social role as adult, and is obstructing the growth of children. 

Moreover, since modern society as a whole is based on mammonism, we may 

merely relent to invisible pressure from cellphone companies which is winner in busi

ness or nation which is still working out 'growth strategy', in a result, are made addict 

to smartphone, domesticated. That is to say, we not only cater to tastes of children, but 

also are merely fueled by the supremacy of economy and technology in this society, are 

mobilized with children and youth as mere 'parts' for operating this society. 

Once Socrates compared himself to 'horsefly' because he said things that rub Athe

nians the wrong way in his philosophical dialogue. The author of this article has dis

cussed 'caring for one's own spirit' in modem Japan, not only as an adult, but also as a 

philosopher called 'horsefly' 

Notes 

1 ) In addition, this article can point out the rise of local-oriented in young people as an 

example which shows the tendency to overestimate friendship. We should take notice 

of the fact that the 'local' relationship to which youth refer doesn't mean relationship 

in the local community as a whole, it means only their own friends and family. 

(Abe, 2013). Moreover, according to Miyamoto(2009), we could find the tendency 

to overestimate friendship in girls by tradition, however we can find it in boys also 
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nowadays. 

2) We can find this term in Harada(2010) nowadays. 

3 ) Lest there be any misunderstanding, this article adds that it doesn't insist on returning 

to the old days, because human relationship in 'Seken[the world]', 'community', or 

'company' on which many Japanese depended in the old days, were relatively wider 

than human relationship of youth nowadays, however weren't completely free from the 

preference to 'exclusivity'. 

4) According to Zenkoku-daigaku-seikyoren(2014), 40.5% of university students 

answered that reading time per a day was zero. 

5) It's Osawa(1999) that pointed out this fact relatively early. 
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The Negative Influence of Internet Addiction 
on the Morality of Japanese Youth: 

Loss of Relationships with Others and Oneself 

Yuta GOTO 

Associate Professor, Hokkaido Information University 

This article aims to consider how Internet addiction, particularly smartphone addic

tion, exerts a negative influence on the morality of Japanese youth. Particular attention 

is paid to the loss of "relationship", which is considered in this article to be the basic 

factor of morality. First, this article points out that "overestimating friendship and 

communication" is a fundamental factor of Internet and smartphone addiction. Further

more, Internet and smartphone addiction is worsening the overestimation of friendship 

and communication. There is an interrelationship between overestimating friendship 

and communication and Internet and smartphone addiction. This interrelationship then 

results in the loss of the ability to have relationships with "others" and "oneself'. In 

section 1, this article discusses the loss of the ability to have a relationship with oth

ers. In this case, others includes all individuals existing within our society as well as 

culture, history, and nature. Overestimating friendship and communication and Internet 

and smartphone addiction lead to "the decay of public spirit". In addition, this article 

refers to several problems such as child prostitution and the spread of obscene informa

tion, which are becoming more prevalent because of easy access to dangerous persons 

and harmful information via cell phones and smartphones, considered the "perfect 

personal device". In section 2, this article discusses the loss of the ability to have a re

lationship with oneself. Here, the ability to have a relationship to oneself refers to one's 

own ability to have an effect on oneself, for example, self-reflection, self-discipline, 

and autonomy. Overestimating friendship and communication and Internet and smart

phone addiction produce numerous problems in children and youth including little self

reflection, narcissism, and a decline in general ability. 
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